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copyrighted materials are the property of their respective 
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proprietary interest is implied.
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EXPO 1906
A mind-boggling gAme of inventions And technologicAl AdvAncements

Number of players: 1-4 
Playing Time: 60-90 min 
Age: 14+

Milan, early 20th century, the city is in turmoil as more than 
200 new buildings are rushed to being completed in time for 
welcoming the best minds of the planet. The 1906 Universal 
Exposition is approaching and, as one of the 40 exhibiting 
nations, you are confident that your engineers and scientists 
will impress the world. Who will exhibit the most impressive 
technological advancements? Which energy source will pre-
vail: the majestic power of Steam or the more elegant and 
efficient Electricity? Can you prevail in prestige and glory 
against the other competing nations?

Components

1 Game Board
4 personal Lab Boards
20 player tokens (4 colors)
13 Technology tiles
30 Project tiles
96 Resource tiles
20 Scrap tiles
16 Jury tiles
4 play order / +30VP tiles
24 Action Cards (4 decks)
5 enhanced Action Cards
6 Bonus VP chits

Game board

The board presents the following areas:

1. Funding track
Your token position on this track indicates how much funds 
you have available for spending. Money is used to obtain re-
sources, purchase technologies and projects.

2. Prestige track
Your token position on this track indicates how many victory 
points (VP) you currently have. The winner is the player who 
has the most victory point at the end of the game.

3. Academy
Available Projects and Technologies are placed in this area. 
During the game you will acquire Projects that you intend to 
display at the Expo and Technologies that will speed up your 
completion of those Projects.

4. Train Station
Resource tiles are placed in this area. Each box can accom-
modate one resource and the total number of resources 
placed depends on the number of players as indicated on the 
board. Resources are necessary to complete Projects. 

5. The Jury
The Jury committee will evaluate inventions exhibited during 
the Universal Exposition. At the end of the game it indicates 
a preference between Steam  or Electricity  powered 
projects.

The table of the Jury has 12 spaces, 2 are filled at the be-
ginning of the game. The players can influence the Jury by 
putting tiles in these spaces.

6. Patents Office Track
The Patents Office is used to track players’ progress in pub-
lishing inventions and is split into six key advancement lines: 

Materials 
engineering: steel or copper

labour 
Process:

mAnuAl   or AutomAted 

scientific 
Methodology:

scientific  or empiricAl 

During the game players will compete to be the recognised 
leaders in their chosen resource lines with the double goal of 
scoring more VPs with completed projects as well as scoring 
bonus VPs at the game end.

Laboratory board

Each player is equipped with a laboratory board (Lab). Here 
players will place Projects, Technologies and Resources in 
the attempt to complete more and better Projects than their 
opponents. 
Initially each laboratory is occupied by Scrap tiles represent-
ing leftovers from previous unsuccessful Projects and play-
ers will have either to remove them or build their Projects 
around them.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Note: the term Steam is used to indicate steam pow-
er as well as any system that converts heat or thermal 
energy to mechanical energy, which can then be used to 

do mechanical work.
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tiLes
There are five different types of tiles in the game: Resources, Projects, Technologies, Scrap and Jury tiles.

resourCes

The resources in the game 
are Steel bars, Copper bars, 
Human labour, Automated 
machines, Empirical research, 
Scientific research, Steam and 
Electrical power.
Each tile comes with two types 
of resources with two sides 
offering 2 resources of that 
type and two sides offering 1 
resource of that type.

projeCts

Projects come in five 
different shapes: L-shape, 
T-shape, S-shape, I-shape 
and square-shape. Each 
project always requires 
four different types of 
resources to be completed 
in different quantities and 
mix. When completed, a 
Project provides the VPs 
printed on it.

teChnoLoGies

There are two different 
types of Technology tiles: 
Resource technologies that 
offer a discount on the 
number of resources of the 
indicated types necessary 
to complete a project and 
Improvement technologies 
that enhance the effect of 
players’ actions during the 
game.

sCrap

Scrap tiles are 
placed on the 
player’s laboratory 
board at the 
beginning of the 
game and can only 
be removed with a 
Laboratory action.

jury 
Jury tiles are 
randomly drawn 
or chosen by the 
active player 
at the end of a 
game round. A 
Jury tile could be 
either Steam or 
Electricity.

GoaL of the Game

Players will win by totalling more VPs at the end of the game 
than their opponents. VPs are acquired by completing Proj-
ects and by advancing on the Patents Office. To complete a 
Project, a player must spend money to purchase Resources 
and Projects and then place them in proper combinations 
in his Laboratory. To speed up the completion of a Project 
players can acquire Technologies, but this will require care-
ful management of the available space in their Laboratory. 
VPs can also be scored by advancing towards the bottom of 
the Patents Office and by achieving certain bonus conditions.

SET UP
1. Place the game board in the center of the table. 

2. Shuffle and organise the Resource tiles and 
the Jury tiles face down in stacks so to make eas-
ier during the game to draw these tiles. Place the 
required number of Resource tiles (3 in a solo 
game, 6 in a 2 players game, 9 in a 3 players game 
and 12 in a 4 players game), one tile face up on 
each box, in the Train Station area of the game 
board. 

3. Sort out the Project tiles by the different 
shapes, shuffle and organise them in separate 
piles and place one Project tile in each corre-
sponding slot of the Academy area of the game 
board. In the same Academy area place all Tech-
nology tiles. 

4. Choose the play order randomly using the pro-
vided play order tiles and proceed clockwise.

5. Starting with the first player, each one takes 
the laboratory board together with a deck of six 
action cards and five tokens of his chosen co-
lour. Three tokens must be placed in the leftmost 
area of the Patents Office (step 1), one must be 
placed at the beginning of the Prestige track in 

the position corresponding to the zero value and the last re-
maining token must be placed on the Funding track: the first 
player is placed on the $3 position, the second player on the 
$4 position, the third player on the $5 position and the fourth 
player on the $6 position.

6. Each player takes 5 scrap tiles and places them where in-
dicated in his laboratory.

7. Draw two Jury tiles and put them face up in the first two 
slots of the jury table.

Now the game is on and the first player can take his first turn 
in the first game round.
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How to play a game round
The game lasts at maximum ten rounds. Each player can play 
more turns in the same round. Players alternate in clockwise 
order with everyone taking one turn until the round is over. 
The round ends when a player uses the card “Meeting room”.

pLayer turn

During his turn, the player must play one action card from 
his hand and put it face up in front of him. He completes the 
action shown (see list of available actions on the left bar) and 
then passes the turn to the player to his left.

important!
A player cannot play the same card that the player im-
mediately to his right has played in his turn!

It is not allowed to play the Meeting Room in any play-
er’s first turn of the round!

Projects and resources
You acquire a Project by playing Academy and decreasing 
your funding by $2. 

You acquire Resources by playing Train Station. Cost var-
ies depending on how many tiles you buy.

When playing the action Laboratory you can place Project 
and Resource tiles on empty spaces in your lab. 

Project tiles always occupy 4 spaces but come in different 
shapes and must be efficiently accommodated in the lab.

Resource tiles occupy only one space in the lab. Each re-
source tile is divided diagonally offering two different types 
of resources alongside two sides each. When in contact with 
a Project, a Resource tile provides the adjacent resource 
type to the Project. Properly rotated a Resource tile can pro-
vide two different resource types to one project or the same 
type of resource to two different projects.

A project is considered completed when there are a suffi-
cient number of resources of the required type adjacent to 
it. Only lateral adjacency counts. Diagonal connections are 
not valid.

train station

You can buy up to 3 Resource tiles from the 
Train Station area of the game board by pay-
ing $1 for the first tile, $2 for the second tile 
and $3 for the third tile.
Acquired Resources are placed in front of 
you, visible to everyone else.

aCademy

You can purchase either one of the Project 
tiles or one Technology tile available in the 
Academy by spending $2. The acquired tile 
must be placed in front of you, visible to ev-
eryone else.

Laboratory

You can place up to 3 tiles from your play-
er area (Projects, Resources, Technologies) 
into your laboratory or remove up to 3 tiles 
from your laboratory (Projects, Resources, 
Technologies, Scrap). Mixed combinations 
are possible i.e. you can remove one tile 
from your lab and transfer 2 tiles from your 
player area into the lab. Removed tiles are 
discarded. Scrap tiles can only be removed.
A tile cannot be removed if this causes a 
Complete Project to become incomplete.

journaL

Advance your tokens on the Patents Office 
of 3 steps in total. Mixed combinations are 
possible i.e. you can advance one of your 
tokens 1 step on the Automated line and an-
other token of yours by 2 steps on the Steel 
line.

skysCraper

Increase your funding by $4 on the funding 
track.

meetinG room

You trigger the termination of the current game 
round and choose two different actions to take 
among the followings:
- Reposition (move and rotate) up to 3 tiles 
(Projects, Resources, Technologies) in your lab. 
A tile cannot be repositioned if this causes 
a Complete Project to become incomplete. 
- Increase by $1 your funding.
- Advance one of your tokens of one step on the 
Patents Office.
- Choose a jury tile and place it face up in the 
jury table.
After having completed the two chosen actions, 
a re-organisation phase takes place.

The resource tile in the 
picture provides 2 em-
pirical research resourc-
es to the Cellophane 
project but not copper. 
The copper resource in 
fact is not adjacent to it.

After rotation, the re-
source tile now provides 
the 2 empirical research 
resources as well as the 
copper resource to the 
Cellophane project.
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Technologies
You acquire a Technology by playing Academy and decreasing your funding by $2.
You can choose any of the still available Technology tiles in the Academy.

When playing the action Laboratory you can place Technology tiles on empty 
spaces in your lab. The Technology will give its benefit only after being placed in 
your lab. Technology tiles occupy 4 spaces in the lab. 

There are two different types of Technology tiles: 

• Resource technologies that offer two resources of two different types to all proj-
ects connected to them or, in case of Combustion Engines and Batteries, four re-
sources of one type all to projects connected to them.

• Improvement technologies that enhance the effect of players’ actions during the 
game. When placed in the lab, such technology allows you to immediately replace 
the corresponding Action card with his Improved version. If the relevant action card 
is in your hand, replace the card in your hand, if the Action card had already been 
played, replace the corresponding card on the table. The old card is discarded.

exampLe 
To invent Cellophane you will need to place in contact with this Project 2 
empirical research, 2 automated labour, 1 copper and 2 Steam power 
resources. By properly rotating tile A the player was able to provide 1 
copper and 2 empirical research resources. Tile B provides the 2 required 
automation resources while the remaining Electricity resource serves the 
Telephone project that he has just started. Tile C provides the 2 needed 
Steam resources. Cellophane has been invented and will be on display at the 
Expo. The remaining scientific research resource on tile C is useless at the 
moment. The Telephone project will need more resources placed in the lab 
before it can be completed.

A

b

c

improved

train station

You can buy up to 3 
Resource tiles from the 
Train Station area of the 
game board by paying 
$1 for the first tile, $1 
for the second tile and 
$2 for the third tile.

improved

aCademy

You can purchase one 
Project tile or one 
Technology tile by 
spending $2. When you 
play this action you 
receive a free resource 
tile from the Train 
Station.

improved

Laboratory

You can place/remove 
up to 4 tiles into your 
laboratory. 

improved

journaL

Advance your tokens 
on the Patents Office 
of 4 steps in total. Pay 
$1 less when jumping 
between technologies.

improved

skysCraper

Increase your funding 
by $6.

exampLe

The Combustion Engines technology provides 4 steam resources to any 
project in contact with it - in this case to the Cellophane and Laparoscope 
projects which are now fully satisfied in terms of Steam resources.2
The Train Station Improvement technology provides the Improved Train Station 
card. It is irrelevant if this technology is in contact with a Project or not.

The Cellophane project is 
almost complete – it only 
needs 2 automation resources. 
The Laparoscope project will 
take more time instead – it still 
needs 1 empirical research, 
2 automated labour and 2 
copper resources before being 
completed.

Note that Combustion Engines 
provides 4 steam resources 
to each project adjacent to 
it. This may seem excessive 
as no project requires 4 
resources of one single type, 
but is is justified by a future 
expansion which makes full 
use of this technology.
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Patents Office
The Patents Office represents the progress in publishing arti-
cles and patents on the official gazette!

There are 6 of the 8 resources of the game represented on 
the track:
Materials Engineering: Steel or Copper
Labour Process: Manual or Automated
Scientific Methodology: Empirical or Scientific

Tokens at the beginning of the game are in the common box 
on the left of the Patents Office (step 1). From here, tokens 
are moved along the track through the Journal or the Meet-
ing Room actions. 

movement ruLes

Each rightward token movement costs 1 movement point. 
Journal provides 3 movement points (4 with the Improved 
Journal action) and Meeting Room (optionally) provides 1 
movement point. When advancing along a tree line and reach-
ing a slot where another token is placed, the newly arrived 
one is placed at the bottom of the stack. Backward move-
ment is not permitted. Movement between adjacent technol-
ogy lines is only possible in some places as highlighted on 
the board and usually require one movement point as well as 
spending the indicated amount of money. This is the only way 
players can jump from one branch line to another. Players can 
make multiple jumps between technology lines if they have 
enough money and movement points to cover the costs.

The player with the token farthest right in each track line is 
the recognised leader in that resource type. In case more to-
kens are in the same space, the token on the top of the stack 
is the leader.

Being the leader in one resource provides additional VPs. Each 
time a player completes a Project, he scores one additional VP 
for each type of resource of that project where he is the leader.

The first player who manages to bring a token to the very last 
slot of a track line (step 10) can choose one Bonus VP disc 
to be placed there.

At the end of the game, players score additional VPs depend-
ing on the final position of each player token on the Patents 
Office. Tokens in steps from 8 to 9 provide 1 VP each. Token 
in the last step of the Patents Office provide as many VPs as 
indicated on the VP Bonus chit.

exampLe

Green player has 
completed the 
Cellophane project using 
Empirical research, 
Automated labour, 
Copper and Steam 
power resources.
In the Patents Office 
he is the leader in 
Automated labour and 
Copper. He scores 3VP 
for the project plus 1VP 
for his leadership in 
Automated labour and 
1VP for his leadership in 
Copper. A total of 5VP.

exampLe

At the end of a four player game we have the situation 
shown in the image.
The Green player will get the bonus points due to 
both the “Paris 1900” chit and the “Liege 1905” chit. 
Note that the green player chose not to move one of 
his tokens from its starting position in step 1.
The Blue player will get the points due to the “Milan 
1906” chit. Unfortunately his other tokens will not earn 
him any point.
The Red player will get the bonus point due to the 
“Milan 1906” chit and one more point for the token 
in the “8” position of the track. The blue token in the 
“Milan 1906” space does not prevent the Red player 
from earning the bonus points.
The Yellow player, instead, will only earn one bonus 
point thanks to the token in step 9 of the track. Clearly 
he chose not to concentrate on the Patents Office.
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Re-organisation phase
This is done at the end of each round after a player has played 
a Meeting Room card:

If the player using the Meeting Room did not choose a Jury 
tile then draw one tile randomly and put it face up on the Jury 
table of the game board.

Any Project tile left in the Academy area NOT using the pow-
er system indicated in the Jury tile just drawn (or just cho-
sen by the player playing the Meeting Room action card) is 
placed at the bottom of the corresponding stack. Afterwards 
every empty slot in the Academy area is filled with the corre-
sponding Project shape at the top of the stack. If there are no 
projects of one type left the corresponding slot in the Acade-
my Area is left empty.

Now discard any Resource tile left in the Train Station area 
on the game board, draw and place in this area the required 
number of new Resource tiles, according to the number of 
players, one tile face up on each box. If you run out of Re-
source tiles, shuffle the discarded ones and form a new stack.

Each player takes back in his hand the complete deck of his 
Action cards.

After the re-organisation is complete, a new round begins 
and the next player to play takes his turn. 

exampLe

The Red player just played the Meeting Room action card 
choosing to get $1 funding and to move one of his tokens 
on the Patents Office. Since he did not select a Jury tile, 
one is drawn randomly now. A Steam tile is drawn and 
placed in an empty box of the Jury part of the board.
There are still three project tiles in the Academy. The 
square-shape “Cruise Ship” (Steam based), the I-shape 
“Electrocardiograph” (Electricity based) and the L-shape 
“Synthetic Rubber” (Electricity based). Since the Jury tile 
just selected is Steam, the “Electrocardiograph” and the 
“Synthetic Rubber” projects are placed at the bottom of 
their corresponding stacks (red lines). The “Cruise Ship”, 
being a Steam based project, remains in the Academy. 
Then the empty slots in the Academy (all except the 
square-shape) are filled with a project of the corresponding 
shape (blue lines).
If there are still resource tiles in the Train Station, then these 
are discarded and the Train Station is filled again with new 
resource tiles. Finally, all the players get back their set of 
Action Cards. Now a new round begins: it is the turn of the 
player next to the Red player.
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End of the game and scoring

durinG the Game

When completing a Project, the player immediately gains the 
VP points indicated on the Project tile plus 1 VP for each type 
of resource included in the project where he is the leader. 
The scored VPs are added to those already indicated in the 
Prestige track of the game board.

end of the Game and finaL sCorinG

The game ends in one of the following cases:

- After 10 rounds, when all the jury boxes are filled.

- When all branches of the Patents Office track have been 
completed (at least one token is placed on the
last step 10 of each branch).

- When a player completes his fifth project.

Each player, except the one who finished the game, can now 
play his last action using one of the card left in his hand with 
the exception of the Meeting Room. The restriction of not to 
play the same card that the player immediately to his right 
has played in his turn is waived in this final turn.

After all players have finished, each player scores:

2VP for each completed project using the power source with 
the most Jury tiles on the board. If the Jury table presents 
the same number of Steam and Electricity tiles than none 
scores points. 

1VP for each token in the “8” and “9” positions of the Patents 
Office track

As many VPs as indicated on the VP Bonus chit if they man-
aged to bring a token on the corresponding step 10 of the 
Patents Office.

The winner is the player with the most Prestige points (VP).
In case of a tie the player who has more funding is the win-
ner, otherwise the game is a draw.

Let’s reCap. how do you win?

You win by totalling more VPs than your opponents.

During the game you accumulate VPs by completing projects 
and being the leader in the corresponding branches of the 
Patents Office track at the time when your projects are com-
pleted.

At the end of the game you score additional VPs by having 
completed projects using the power source selected by the 
Jury and by having your tokens positioned at the rightmost 
positions of the Patents Office.

exampLe

The game has ended and the Jury area of the board 
presents 7 Steam tiles and 5 Electricity tiles. The Patents 
office final situation is the one described in the example 
at page 7. Before the bonus point distribution the 
Prestige standing is: Green 17 points, Blue 24 points, 
Red 21 points and Yellow 21 points.

Green and Red get 4 points each as they have two 
completed steam based projects, Blue has only one 
completed steam project and scores 2 points and Yellow 
scores a good 8 points for his four steam based projects.

Then the Patents Office tokens positions are scored.

The Green player gets 4 points for his token on the “Paris 
1900” bonus chit (having two technology tiles on his Lab) 
and additional 3 points for his token on the “Liege 1905” 
chit. His final standing is 28 prestige points.

The Blue player gets 3 points for his token on the “Milan 
1906” chit (having three different project shapes tiles on 
his Lab). His final standing is 29 Prestige points.

The Red player gets 5 points for his token on the “Milan 
1906” chit (having all five different project shapes tiles on 
his Lab) and 1 more point for his token in the “8” position 
of the Copper branch of the Patents Office. His final 
standing is 31 Prestige points.

Finally, the Yellow player gets only 1 point for his token in 
the “9” position of the Steel branch of the Patents Office. 
His final standing is 30 Prestige points.

Therefore the winner of this close match is the Red player 
with 31 points.

current 
standing

Jury 
VPs

Patents 
office

final 
score

green 17 VP +4 +4  +3 28 VP
blue 24 VP +2 +3 29 VP
red 21 VP +4 +5  +1 31 VP
yellow 21 VP +8 +1 30 VP
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Miscellaneous rules
Tiles cannot be placed on top of others and, once placed, 
tiles in the laboratory cannot be freely moved. You have to 
use the action Laboratory to remove tiles from your labora-
tory or, alternatively, the action Meeting Room to move or 
rotate tiles in the lab (but not Scrap tiles).

Removed resources tiles are discarded and may eventually 
re-enter the game if there are not enough tiles left to fill the 
Train Station area at the beginning of a game round. Removed 
project tiles are placed at the bottom of their corresponding 
stack, besides the Academy. Removed technology tiles go 
back in the Academy and may eventually be acquired again.

If you play the Laboratory action and discard an Improve-
ment technology, you immediately replace the correspond-
ing Action card with his basic version. If the relevant Action 
card is in your hand, replace the card in your hand, if the Ac-
tion card had already been played, replace the corresponding 
card on the table. The Improvement technology goes back to 
the Academy area.

When you place, move, remove or rotate tiles you do it in 
sequence, tile by tile. If at the end of a movement, removal or 
rotation of a tile, a previously completed project would then 
become incomplete you cannot perform that movement, re-
moval or rotation.

It is not mandatory to do the action chosen if it is not in the 
interest of the player (example: if you play Academy you are 
not obliged to purchase a Project or a Technology).

You cannot examine the Action Cards put in front of other 
players.

The Prestige track should be considered unlimited. If you 
score more VPs than indicated, the additional VPs are not 
lost. Use the +30VP chit on the pack of the player order tile 
as a reminder that you have reached the end track and track 
the additional points.

The Funding track instead is limited. You cannot have more 
than $12 funding. Any additional money is lost.

Two players game

In a two players game you place six tokens of the colours 
not chosen by the players on the leftmost part of the Patents 
Office (step 1), one token per branch. These are called Ghost 
tokens.
When the Journal action is played, before the player can 
move his tokens on the track, the following takes place:
randomly draw two resource tiles from the stack of Resource 
tiles;
advance the Ghost tokens corresponding to the indicated 
Resources by as many spaces on the track as the number of 
resources on the tiles (the Ghost tokens ignore any Steam or 
Electricity resource on the tiles);
discard the resource tiles just drawn.

If a ghost token is the first to reach the righmost space of a 
branch of the Patents Office (step 10), a bounus VP chit is 
drawn randomly and placed in that space.

Example
Bob has played the Journal action. He immediately draws 
two Resource tiles. The first one indicates 2 Manual labour 
and 1 Electricity; the second one indicates 2 Steam and 1 
Steel resources. Bob moves the Ghost token on the Manual 
labour branch rightward by two spaces and then he moves 
the Ghost token on the Steel branch by one space.

Solo game

In a solo game you use the same rules for Ghost tokens as in 
the two players game with the only difference that when the 
Journal action is played three resource tiles are drawn from 
the stack of Resource tiles.
  
Additionally in a solo game you form at the beginning of each 
round a Ghost deck by shuffling two decks of Action cards in 
colours different from your own and by removing one of the 
two Meeting Rooms in it. The Ghost deck will therefore have 
11 cards in total: 2 each of Academy, Journal, Train Station, 
Laboratory, Skyscraper and 1 Meeting Room.

The player begins with 4 funding points and the game starts 
with the player drawing one card from the Ghost deck and 
proceeds with the player alternating the play of one of his 
Action Cards and the draw of one card from the Ghost deck. 
In accordance with the game rules, the player cannot play 
the same Action card just drawn from the Ghost deck. Sim-
ilarly, if the same Action card just played from you is drawn 
from the Ghost deck, draw another card.
If the Meeting Room is drawn as the first card in a round, 
reshuffle the deck and draw again. 
At any time the Meeting Room is drawn from the Ghost deck 
the current game round is over and a re-organisation phase 
takes place (in this case a Jury tile is drawn randomly). 

In a solo game you played well if you score more than 30VP. 

Novice players
In order to help inexperienced players, do this:
Fresher: at the start of the game, put two randomly drawn re-
source tiles in place of two chosen Scrap tiles on the player’s 
Lab (only three scrap tiles are used by this player);
New Graduate:  at the start of the game, put one randomly 
drawn resource tile in place of a chosen Scrap tile on the 
player’s Lab (only four scrap tiles are used by this player);
Scientist: normal play.
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tour eiffeL - paris 1889 
After scoring everything, you score additionally 1 VP for each 8 Prestige point accumulated rounded up 
(e.g. you have scored 22 VP, then you get additional 3 VP)

ferris wheeL - ChiCaGo 1893 
You score 1 VP for each $2 you have in funding, rounded up (e.g. $5 provides 3 VP)

paLeis der koLoniën - brusseLs 1897
You score 1 VP for each scrap tile removed and the corresponding square covered by another tile in the 
lab

paris metro - paris 1900
You score 2 VP for each technology tile in your lab. Max 6 VP are allowed with this bonus

paLais de beaux arts - LieGe 1905
You score 3 VP at the end of the game

simpLon tunneL - miLan 1906
You score 1 VP for each different shape of Projects placed in your lab. Projects do not need to be 
completed. (e.g. you have 1 T-project incomplete, 2 S-projects, one complete and one incomplete, 1 
Square-project, you score 3 VP)
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